Are the Drug Wars De-Escalating?  
Where to Look for Evidence

Ever since the late 1980s, when it became common to refer to criminal enforcement of narcotics laws as a "war on drugs," public concern about these crimes supported large enforcement budgets. Prosecutors and judges gave the cases high priority. However, subtle signs of change have appeared in the last few years, showing that the public's enthusiasm for criminal enforcement of drug laws might be slipping. These signs were present before the September 11 attacks, but those events may have strengthened the movement. If that trend continues, it will raise some interesting questions about the politics of crime. Can levels of enforcement move down as easily as they can move up? Which institutions respond most quickly to a shift in public priorities away from enforcement of drug crimes?

In this essay, I suggest the places that are most likely to show the first signs of changing enforcement priorities. My hypothesis has three parts. First, the earliest evidence of changing priorities should appear in the prosecutor's office before it affects the legislature. Second, there are reasons to believe that such changes happen first in the state systems rather than in the federal system. And finally, the early signs of change ought to show up in the charges that prosecutors file rather than in the sentences imposed.

I. Drug Wars in Popular Culture
The signs seem to appear everywhere in popular culture: enthusiasm for criminal enforcement of the drug laws is ebbing. One can find traces of this view in Hollywood movies such as Steven Soderbergh's Traffic, a successful film with a skeptical (although not hostile) view to criminal drug enforcement. More reliable evidence comes from several public opinion polls.

Since 1999, periodic Gallup polls have asked people to name the nation's "most important problem." When President Bush the Elder started to emphasize a "war on drugs" in his public remarks in 1989, 68% of the respondents listed "illegal drugs" as the most important problem. The figure drifted down from that temporary high point, but it remained at 17% in January 1997. By January 2001, only 7% of the people polled listed illegal drugs as the most important problem, behind such other problems as education, moral decline, and the economy in general. In June 2001, the number slipped to 5%. As one might expect, since September 2001 "terrorism" has dominated all other problems listed, and as of December 2001 only 1% of the people named illegal drugs as the most important problem facing the nation. 1

Another Gallup poll tells a similar story. In 1996, 31% of the public declared that the nation had "made progress" in coping with illegal drugs. By 2000, the number of people holding this optimistic view increased to 47%. The number of people with more pessimistic views on drug policy (those who believe the country has "lost ground" in coping with illegal drugs) declined during the same four years. 2

A different measure of public priorities counts the number of news stories published on the subject. 3 The absolute number of stories about the "war on drugs" in the Nexis database went up only modestly during the 1990s, from 2300 in 1991 to 4500 in 1999. This is surprising, given the huge growth in these databases during this time—Nexis covers far more newspapers today than it did in 1991. It is possible to calculate how many stories one might expect in these growing databases, and to compare the number of "expected stories" to the actual number of stories in the database. 3 As Table 1 shows, the number of actual news stories since 1991 about the war on drugs has fallen further and farther behind the expected rate—except for rebounds in the number of stories during the national election years of 1996 and 2000.

We must depend on sociologists rather than legal scholars to offer more definitive proof of changes in public attitudes. For present purposes, these scattered indications are enough to establish this preliminary point. The American public treats illegal drugs as a less pressing priority today than they did in the early and mid-1990s.

II. Drug Penalty Legislation
Do any changes in the criminal justice system reflect this apparent change in public mood about the war on drugs? We know that legislators, under lots of circumstances, respond to changes in the mood of the electorate. In theory, they might de-emphasize drug enforcement if their constituents are doing so.

Several state legislatures within the last year or so have indeed reduced the penalties available for some drug crimes. In Connecticut in 2001, the legislature granted judges authority to depart from mandatory...
minimum sentences for certain drug crimes, such as first-time sales or possession within 1500 feet of a school. A 2001 Indiana law eliminated mandatory 20-year sentences for cocaine dealers (anyone caught with more than 3 grams of cocaine). Last year, Louisiana repealed mandatory sentences for some simple possession and other non-violent drug offenses. Additional high-profile jurisdictions such as New York are also debating possible reductions in available drug crime penalties. But a few legislatures reducing the authorized sentences for some drug crimes do not fully represent what is going on in the country. There are also examples in the late 1990s of legislatures increasing the available drug penalties. At the same time Indiana repealed some mandatory minimum sentences, it also increased penalties for methamphetamine. Legislatures have increased penalties lately for “ecstasy.” Despite many voices of caution about the dangers of mandatory minimum penalties, legislatures pass new mandatory penalties as “exceptions” or as a way to create more “uniform” sentences.

While legislatures are quick to respond with new criminal penalties when the public perceives a new danger (say, crack cocaine), they have reasons to respond more slowly when the public shows less urgency about a crime. Others have pointed out that criminal codes are sticky downward. Crimes go into the code, but they never come out. Penalties go up at the first sign of public concern, but they do not come back down so easily.

Legislative debates result in abstract pronouncements about drug crimes. Statutes that criminalize drug use, and (more important) those that set penalties for drug use, embody our public aspirations about drug enforcement. Our message about “what we might do if we catch you.” The setting makes it difficult for legislators to compare illegal drugs to other social priorities competing for limited public funds. When debating illegal drugs in isolation from other issues, public officials do not want to signal that drugs are unimportant. Legislative debates about a possible new criminal sanction frame the question as follows: "Are drugs worth addressing through criminal enforcement?" Debate over the single criminal provision leaves lawmakers unlikely to ask the more useful comparative question: “Are drugs now a lower priority relative to the enforcement of other criminal laws?”

This is most clearly a feature of the debate when the legislature first decides to criminalize a drug, such as ecstasy. Yet the focus on a single topic also influences legislative debate about whether to increase penalties for existing crimes. Granted, legislators will recognize that the choice before them has collateral budgetary consequences. But the costs of increased penalties remain abstract and unquantified during most legislative debates. They are difficult to appreciate because the bill comes due so many years in the future, as offenders serve the last additional months or years of their sentences.

Legislators do sometimes talk about this comparative question, particularly when they debate the rules of the sentencing system overall. In a few states, the legislature receives specific prison cost estimates for every proposed crime bill. The relative priorities of different crimes might also figure into debates about corrections budgets. The comparison happens wherever public officials talk about budgets rather than aspirations. But this budgetary frame of mind, while present from time to time in the legislature, still is more the exception than the rule during debates about drug penalties.

III. State and Federal Drug Charges Filed

The important social choices in criminal justice priorities are made today through prosecutorial budgets. Prosecutors discuss their budgetary issues in terms of the time available for attorneys rather than the money available for the office, but the basic task of setting priorities is always near at hand. To be sure, prosecutors do not think strictly about public priorities as they select the cases to file. They set priorities based partly on an internal professional judgment about what crimes ought to be prosecuted to make the community safer. This is, nevertheless, budgetary thinking. The public’s priorities remain an important part of the prosecutor’s calculations about how best to use office resources.
For the earliest signs that the legal system is responding to changing public opinion, we should look to prosecutorial charging discretion. What matters is not what charges the criminal code authorizes, but how often the prosecutor with a limited budget selects a given charge.

The "Three Strikes" law in California illustrates this point. California's legislature authorized a major use of prison resources for defendants convicted of a third felony. Not many have appreciated, however, how much prosecutorial discretion remains in this law, and how much variety there is around the state. At this point, the prosecutor matters more than the legislative debate, at least in the short run. Steve Cooley recently won election as the new District Attorney in Los Angeles on a platform of more screening of three strikes cases. Since Los Angeles is one of the major sources of three strikes cases, Cooley's policy could make an enormous difference in the state's crime budget.

A quick sample of charging statistics from around the country suggests that many prosecutors are giving drug crimes lower priority today than in the mid-1990s. Let's start with the absolute number of drug charges filed. Federal prosecutors filed larger absolute numbers of drug cases throughout the 1990s. In 1994, federal prosecutors filed 20,275 narcotics cases; by 1999, the number rose to 29,306.

The picture looks different in the states. Taking a few representative states, the recent trend is downward. The numbers in New York and California went down steadily throughout the decade. In California, complaints in drug cases dropped from 84,132 in 1994 to 73,197 in 2000; for New York, drug indictments went from 28,861 in 1994 down to 19,124 in 2000. North Carolina's number of drug charges went up overall, but dropped more recently; the cases climbed from 26,532 in 1994 to a high of 30,113 in 1998, but then fell again to 28,612 by 2000.

In a world where most types of crimes are falling and the absolute number of felony convictions is either flat or dropping, it is no surprise that drug charges have dropped some places. The decline in absolute numbers does not answer our question about the relative importance of drug crimes to prosecutors, when compared to other crimes. We must look instead at drug charges as a proportion of the total charges.

The answers here are also different in the federal and state systems, as Figure 1 shows. In the federal system, the percentage climbed every two years, but flattened more recently (1996 to 1998). Perhaps the figures from 2000, when they become available, will show a downward trend nationally, matching the recent downward trend in the three states sampled here. But even the numbers now available demonstrate a difference between federal and state systems. Overall, the trend for charges in the federal system is up, while the recent trend in the states is flat.

**Figure 1**
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Why do we see continued increases in drug charges in the federal system, while drug charges are no longer increasing in importance in the states? Do state prosecutors more closely reflect short-term changes in public priorities? State prosecutors are mostly elected rather than appointed. This suggests they remain more aware of public opinion and priorities than the appointed U.S. Attorneys.

State prosecutors also have more to lose from misallocated enforcement budgets. The state systems are much larger than the federal. Although the federal system ranks among the largest individual systems, the states together still dwarf the federal system: in 1998, federal courts handled only 9% of all U.S. felony trafficking convictions, and a mere 1.2% of all U.S. felony possession cases. And this ignores the huge numbers of drug misdemeanors handled in the state systems. Moreover, the costs of prosecution occupy a larger proportion of the state budget than the federal budget.

State prosecutors also face more stark choices than federal prosecutors when they fail to adapt to the public's new priorities. Unlike federal prosecutors, the
state prosecutors do not have another court system to back them up if the public wants certain crimes prosecuted as a priority. If the public believes that robberies are now more important relative to drug crimes than they were five years ago (or if the number of robberies really does go up), a state prosecutor must prosecute the robberies. Given a fixed budget, state prosecutors must abandon the lower-level drug cases and other less important crimes to pursue those robbery cases (or whatever the priority has become). By contrast, a federal prosecutor has the choice to change more slowly. The U.S. Attorney can count on somebody else (the state prosecutors) to address the public’s new priority in the short run. If a federal prosecutor wants to continue strong drug enforcement in the face of changing public priorities, the robberies will not be ignored. Somebody else will still pursue them.

A final factor makes states more capable and inclined to respond quickly to changed public priorities: Congress passes lots of specific budgetary limitations on the Department of Justice. It creates line items for drug prosecutors, for gun prosecutors, for organized crime, for terrorism. The U.S. Attorney, unlike the typical state District Attorney, does not have complete budgetary authority to reassign prosecutors if public priorities change.

IV. Drug Sentences Imposed

We now have seen a few clues pointing to decreases in drug charges, one of the key determinants of resources used in drug enforcement. Let’s move now to a second key point in deciding how much of our criminal justice budget will be devoted to illegal drug crimes: the sentences actually imposed and served (as opposed to the sentences authorized). The decisions here are spread among several actors: prosecutors, judges, and coordinating panels such as sentencing commissions or parole authorities. But their collective choices determine how much of our criminal system resources we will direct towards drug cases.

The federal story here is interesting, but others have told it. Frank Bowman and Michael Heise recently documented some changes in federal drug sentences. They recount the more commonly-known part of the story: we are using prison more often all the time in the federal courts as the sentence of choice for drug defendants. The proportion of drug defendants sent to federal prison each year has increased very steadily, from 78% in 1986 to 96% in 1999. Second, the length of sentences also went up early in the “Drug Wars”: from 60 months in 1984 to 80 months in 1990.

But the surprising and interesting thing about the length of sentences is what happened next. Between 1992 and 1999, the average length of a prison sentence in a federal drug case went down from 88 months to 75 months, a drop of about 15%. Bowman and Heise look more closely at this trend, asking who is responsible. Some of the change happened because of the discretionary choices of prosecutors and (to a much lesser extent) sentencing judges, not because of rules changes imposed by Congress or the Commission.

Is something similar happening in state sentencing for drug cases? Do we find signs of less emphasis on drug cases in the state sentencing budgets, either at the disposition stage (in-out), or at the duration stage? The quick answer is, “Only in some states.”

On the in-out question (incarceration versus some other sanction), a survey of two states with exceptionally good sentencing data gives us mixed results. In Pennsylvania, a declining proportion of drug defendants received a prison or jail term during the 1990s: down from 86% in 1991 to 72% in 1999. But in North Carolina, the percentage of felony drug defendants receiving an active term went up from 14% to 22%. And in a national cross-sample of data collected by BJS, the proportion stayed pretty flat between 1992 and 1998, around 70%.

The same inconclusive story shows up when we look at the duration of prison sentences served. Recall that in the federal system, the duration has fallen noticeably since 1992. But in the state systems, there is no comparable overall trend. The minimum active term for drug felonies in North Carolina remained in the range of 10–12 months, with perhaps a slight upward trend. In Pennsylvania, we find a slight downward trend, moving from a high of 18 months (in 1994) to about 15 months today. The nationwide average duration for drug felonies (gathered by BJS) stayed mostly flat, although maybe the trend moves down a bit on average time served. The average time served stood at 21 months in 1992; the average for 1998 was 19 months.

V. Charges Before Sentences

Our quick sample of drug enforcement budgeting in state systems suggested stronger effects in charges than in sentences. The trends on state drug charges look like they are now heading down in some jurisdictions; nationwide, they stopped increasing by 1998. The trends on drug sentences in state systems look more muddled. Neither the proportion of prison sentences nor the durations changed much at the national level during the 1990s.

Why might that happen? After all, in the federal system, just the opposite has happened. Federal drug charges have continued to grow in importance relative to other federal charges; the downward federal trend appears in the sentence durations rather than the charges.

Despite the federal trend, I believe charges are generally the best place to look. Charging decisions are more squarely in the hands of one decision maker. The prosecutor acts alone in deciding how to allocate the
available attorney hours and courtroom slots. Sentences, on the other hand, require lots of interaction among prosecutors, judges, defense lawyers, parole authorities, sentencing commissions, and legislators. Only some of these actors respond right away to public opinion about the urgency of drug crimes.

The federal changes in sentence durations tell us more about the federal sentencing rules than about the way the federal system registers changes in public priorities. The rules that Congress created and the federal Sentencing Commission reinforced produce sentences that are longer than what federal prosecutors believe is necessary or just for some cases. Federal prosecutors are whittling away at the durations. They have been doing so since the 1992, before any change in public priorities appeared.

VI. Conclusion
There is surprisingly little drama in the state systems now. The fact that the charging trends in state court are recent and rather small might point to a disconnect between popular debate and prosecution patterns. This could mean that prosecutors are not blunted by the winds of public sentiment. They do what they do, and it takes something more substantial than an ephemeral shift in the public mood for these bureaucratic organizations to change their ways. It may require a few election cycles. The disconnect between popular debate and prosecution patterns also may suggest that crime enforcement (just like crime legislation) is sticky when moving down. Once the prosecutors establish a specialized unit within the office or set a priority, they do not quickly abandon that practice.

Perhaps it is a good thing that prosecutors respond only to the longer-term and more deeply felt changes in priority among the voters. It will be worth watching the charging and sentencing patterns over a longer time frame. Given enough time, we might see more responsiveness among prosecutors to a changed public mood.

If the September 11 events have rearranged our priorities in the long run, we could see more permanent drops in the resources devoted to drug crimes.
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